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Presentation Notes
- Here are what I am going to talk about 



Motivation 

Small body exploration: 
• Planetary Science 
• Resource Utilisation 
• Planetary Defence 

 
Rosetta  
Credits: ESA (2014, 2015),  
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Presentation Notes
Small body exploration is important scientifically for two reasons: firstly they are the remnants of early days of solar system evolution.Secondly they are the easiest objects to reach beyond the MoonAnd they challenge us technologically for space missions due to their characteristics There are investments on resource utilisation, it becomes a real goalIn order to perform in-situ measurements on such bodies, we believe it would be possible to use CubeSats as a lander, considering its increasing reliability 



Motivation 

Rosetta; Credits: ESA  

CubeSat 
• Simple 
• Low mass, low cost 
• Increasing Reliability 
 Various CubeSats 

Credits: Staehle et al., 
2011 
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• Remote Sensing  
• & ground-truth. 

Philae; Credits: ESA  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small body exploration is important scientifically for two reasons: firstly they are the remnants of early days of solar system evolution.Secondly they are the easiest objects to reach beyond the MoonAnd they challenge us technologically for space missions due to their characteristics There are investments on resource utilisation, it becomes a real goalIn order to perform in-situ measurements on such bodies, we believe it would be possible to use CubeSats as a lander, considering its increasing reliability 



Goal 

Exploiting astrodynamics: A different approach to landing problem 
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So here we offer a different approach to landing problem, by exploiting the natural dynamics of these small bodiesNatural landing trajectories are investigated for a small, underactuated lander, like a CubeSatThis paper seeks landing opportunities for underactuated spacecraft. The term underactuation refers to the motion of a spacecraft, which due to constraints in mass and volume, may only allow for extremely crude orbit and landing control systems. Hence, the paper envisages NanoSat/CubeSat payloads that could potentially be deployed from a mothership stationed near the binary system. Once deployed, this spacecraft could follow the natural paths connecting regions far from the barycentre of the system, where the mothership may be stationed, with the surface of the asteroids. 



Binary Asteroid Systems 
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Ostro et al. 2006 

 
• 15% of NEA population. 
• Primaries as oblate spheroids 
• Secondaries as ellipsoids. 

 
• Primary-secondary ratio Dsec/Dpri 

• Secondary orbit ratio a/Dpri 
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We do that by using so called CR3BP. This is special version of three body problem.Two massive bodies are rotating in their common centre of mass in a Newtonian way and they are massive compared to the third body.Thus the gravitational attraction of third body is neglected and its motion is determined by the gravitational attraction two other bodies in the systemNote that model is derived in rotational frame 



Target Binary Asteroid Systems 

2016 JGCD Hypothetical  
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  Primary Secondary 

Radius [m] 1000 250 

Density [kg/m3] 1700 

Mass [kg] 8.9 x 1011  1.4 x 1010  

Mass Parameter (µ) 0.0154 

Orbit semi-major axis [m] 1950 

Orbital period [h] 19.4h 
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Initially a hypothetical binary asteroid is usedAfter ESA announces AIM, on which there will be cubesats carried, asteroid Didymos is considered. It allowed us to see trajctories in a real binary system  



Dynamical Framework:  
Circular Restricted Three Body 
Problem (CR3BP) 
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We do that by using so called CR3BP. This is special version of three body problem.Two massive bodies are rotating in their common centre of mass in a Newtonian way and they are massive compared to the third body.Thus the gravitational attraction of third body is neglected and its motion is determined by the gravitational attraction two other bodies in the systemNote that model is derived in rotational frame These natural paths are sought within the framework provided by the Circular Restricted Three Body Problem (CR3BP). In CR3BP, two bodies are assumed to rotate around their common centre of mass, in circular orbits, under the point mass gravitational attraction of each other. The motion of the third body, in this case the underactuated spacecraft, is determined by the gravitational interaction with the two large bodies in the system. The mass of the third body however is assumed to be sufficiently small so that its gravitational interaction with the other objects in the system can be neglected. 



CR3BP: Lagrange Points 
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Presentation Notes
One implication of such dynamical model is famous Lagrange points, they are five stationary points in rotational frame of the dynamical system.A body presumably stays once it gets thereEvery three body system that could be modelled in CR3BP has these five points Stationary



CR3BP: Zero Velocity Surfaces 

𝐶 = 2𝑈 − 𝑉2 ⇒ 𝑈 =
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𝑉2 = 2𝑈 − 𝐶 

𝐶 > 𝐶(𝐿𝐿) 
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Energy integral is used to study what regions are feasible for motion for some given initial energy state. Initial state determines a constant relative energy measure called Jacobi constant.Based on the Jacobi Constant, with given energy for an unpowered flight, zero velocity surfaces how which regions are possible for motion whereas others notFigure shows Earth-Moon system ZVS. For small energy, it is seen that a spacecraft is not able to transfer to Moon without increasing its energyIncreasing energy can be exempfied as orbit transfer burn, upper stage injection etc.Once energy is increased, motion is possible by connecting the gates starting from L1 point, then L2 and L3, L4/L5 simultaneouslySpace of configurations
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Mission Architecture 

• Mothership + CubeSat 
– Max deployment velocity 2 m/s 

• Target: A binary asteroid system 
– ~15% of NEA population 

(Margot et al., 2002) 
• Operational orbit in exterior region 

– Collision risk ruled out 
• L2 is closed 

– No possible motion to interior 
region 

• Landing on smaller companion 
(secondary) in local vertical direction 
– Maximum possible energy 

damping 

L1 

L2 
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We foresee a mission architecture of mothership and CubeSat where maximum deployment velocity is max 2 m/sOur target is binary system, first due to their abundance and second it is suitable for our modelThere will be an operational orbit in exterior region, which allows us to avoid collisions with binary system under the assumptions of binary system contains two circular shaped asteroids. L2 is closed which means we don’t have enough energy to go inside of ZVS. Deployment will increase energy and and open-up the L2 gateLanding will be on smaller companion in local vertical direction in order to increase damping of energy and prevent damage.  



Transfer Trajectory Generation 

15 

Initial State =  
  
• Backwards integration 

from the surface 
• Local vertical landing 
• Bisection transfer 

trajectory search. 
– Upper and lower 

boundary velocities 
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For trajectory generation we need initial conditionsInstead going inside, we performed backwards integration from the surface, which determines initial positionsLocal vertical landing gives us directions for position and velocity componentsOnly velocities left, a BiSection search algorithm is applied based on the work of Ren & ShanLower and upper boundary velocities are determined 



Transfer Trajectory Generation 

Determination 
of initial interval 

• Velocities at L2 
gate energy 

Bisection method 
of transfer 
trajectory 

generation 

• Backwards 
integration 
in CR3BP 

Transfer 
trajectories 

• Energies, 
Landing 
velocities, 
Deployment 
positions and 
velocities 
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The flow of the algorithm and an example trajectory is seen here



Results 
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Energy levels  
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Presentation Notes
Here are results in 3DThey weren’t symmetric in horizontal direction but they are in vertical direction.In L2 facing longitudes there are more latitudes re available for low energy landing



Results: Energy levels  
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Here are results in 3DThey weren’t symmetric in horizontal direction but they are in vertical direction.In L2 facing longitudes there are more latitudes re available for low energy landing



Landing Velocities 
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Trajectories Examples 
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Trajectories Examples 
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Trajectories Examples 
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Deployment 
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Trajectories Examples 
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Results: Trajectories Examples 
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∆v ~ 0.2 m/s 



Trajectories Examples 
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Trajectories Examples 
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Deployment 
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Coefficient of Restitution 
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Coefficient of Restitution ε 

Object Surface ε 

Golf ball Hard floor [0.83,0.89] 

Tennis ball Racquet [0.76,0.88] 

Hayabusa Itokawa ~0.84 

Philae 67P/C-G ~0.70 

LV LVε + −= v v



Conclusion 

• This work investigates the possibility to benefit from well-known low 
energy conduits in the three-body problem in order to enable ballistic 
landing of underactuated spacecraft onto a binary asteroid.  
 

• The analysis suggests that this strategy may be an efficient mean to 
deliver spacecraft of small size, or scientific payload, onto the surface of 
the binary asteroid.  
 

• The results show that while landing on the primary may yet put some 
challenging constraints to the spacecraft, since it would require an 
efficient passive or active landing system, the secondary offers the 
prospect of totally ballistic landing opportunities. 
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Thank you ! 
 

Questions? 
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